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ASPECTS OF THE PLANETS FOR APRIL. Venus on the 21st, but the event is not of much importance, Neptune in her unswerving course. Six planets are evening 
VENUS as it is invisible. In imagination, however, Saturn and stars, and only one represents the brotherhood in the morn-

is evening sta,r, and the only one among the planets whose Neptune can be seen rolling their vast spheres toward the ing sky. Two conjunctions of planets, and the moon in con· 
movements excite a marked interest during the month. She sun, while Venus, receding from the sun, passes them in her junction with three planets on the same evening, take rank as 
has now advanced far enough in lJer eastern course to be course. In reality the planets as well as the earth are revolv- specialties. Perhaps the most marked feature of the month 
seen in the west soon after sunset, and to allow the observer ing in elliptical orbits round the sun, while their positions in is that Saturn, Neptune, Jupiter, Venus. and the moon are 
to obtain a glimpse of the beauty to be revealed during her the sky result from the fact that the earth from whICh we all in the sign Taurus. According to astrologerB the con· 
nearly ten months' course as evening star. Sbe will soon be view them is a moving observatory, complicating tbeir ap· junction of the moon with Saturn, Neptune, and Venus in 
the brigbtest i n  radiance, the largest in size, the softest in parent movements. this sign has an ill-boding influence for the countries ruled 
color of the myriad golden points that glitter in the celestial Thus Neptune is one hundred and sixty-five years in mak- by Taurus, and eartbquakes may be looked for in the east 
arcbway. Neither is she to be considered alone in an res- ing a single revolution round the sun, while to an observer of Europe at the time of the conjullction. But the modern 
thetic light. The Queen of the Stars has unwittingly a mis- on the earth he seems to com plete the c ircuit of the heavens astronomer looks serenely upon these portents of ill, secure 
sion to perform, when, clo,;ing her career as evening star in in about three hundred and sixty-seven days. in the faith that the planets in their courses have a higher 
December with the grand event of the transit, she furnishes Neptune now sets a few minutes after 9 o'clock in the mission to perform than that of ruling the destinies of this 
the inhabi tants of the planet that shines so brightly in her evening; at the end of the month he sets about a quarter planet and determining the horoscope of those whose little 
sky one means for measuring the unapproachable, the much· after 7 o'clock. lives are rounded by a few short years as we count time. 
desired solution of the problem-tbe eartb's distance from JUPITER .. , • , • 

the sun. is evening star, and remains tbird on the list of tbe outer MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 

No better time than tbe present can befound for a careful planets traveling to the same goal. He lags bebind his An improved regulator for electric store boxes and lights 
study of tbe laws that rule tLe movements of VellUs. To an brother planets, passing tbe meridian more than an bour be· has Leen patented by Mr. Henry B. Sheridan, of Cleveland, 
observer on tbe earth, as she passes from superior conjunc- bind them at the end of the month. Though departing and Ohio. This invention relates to a system of lighting by 
tion round to superior conjunction again, she seems to oscil· sLining witb diminished size and luster, he still leads the electricity, and designed to keep the lamps alight by shunt
late in straight lines east and west of the sun like a golden starry host and sinks majestically toward the west as if con· ing into the circuit automatically a box stored with elec
bead strung on an in visible wire. Since her superior con·· scious that he is first and foremost among the sun's family of tricity. The storage box can be charged with electricity 
junction with the sun on the 20th of February she ):las been worlds. directly from the generator, and by an automatic mechanism 
advancing on her eastward track. This she will continue to Jupiter sets on the 1st of the month at 10 o'clock in the made to snpply tbe lamps in circuit with sufficient elec
do until the 26th of September, when shereaches her greatest evening; at the end of the month he sets at forty minutes tricity to keep them alight; or the storage box can be con' 
eastern elongation or extreme distance east from the sun. She after 8 o'clock. nected with the generator an:} the circuit in such a manner 
then reverses her course, drawing nearer to the sun until her MARS as to receive and retaIll the surplus electricity when more is 
inferior

. 
conjun�tion on the 6th of Dece�ber, when h:r role is evening star, and, lIke the trio that precedes him, making generated than required to support the lights, and give out 

of evemng star IS ended, half her synodIC revolutIOn IS com- : slow progress on the same road. He is in quadrature with the stored electricity when less is generated than is required 
pleted, and, pass!ng to the sun's western

. 
side, she repeats I tbe sun on the first day of the month, being half way be. to support the lights. 

the sa�e ph�ses III reversed order. as mormng star.
, tween opposition and .;onjunction, or ninety degrees from Messrs. Robert M. Mason and George M. Wooster, of 

Any mtelhgent observer can verIfy the process for hImself, each. He is now on the meridian at 6 o'clock in the even. Bristol, N. H., have patentp-d an improvement in the manu· 
and will find the beautiful star a little farther east and a little ing, and looks down from this high elevation as soon as it is facture of board from wood pulp. The object of this Illven
longer above the horizon every evening until the eastern elon· dark enough for him to be visible. He is not of mu.;h ac. tion IS to manufacture wood pulp boards of desirable thick· 
gation. If he once keep track of her movements during an count among.the planets, for he has lost the martial air he, ness a�d wi:h �he fibers or grain distributed equally in :very 
entire revolution he has learned the lesson for a ltfetime, for assumed when in opposition, and now takes on the aspect of 'dIrectIOn, Slmltar to paper and paper board� .. 

ThIS IS �c· 
every five hundred and eighty-four days the same succession a red star, shining more serenely than hIs neighbors, Procyon I comphshed by the adaptatIOn of the FourdrIllIer machme 
of events occurs. Thus the aspects of our nearest planetary and Aldebaran, of the same color. He has passed into the and process to �uch manufacture. 
neighbor may become as famihar a$ those of the sun and the sign Cancer, and after the 5th his extreme northern declina. Mr. Gustav flpeckhart, of Nuremberg, Germany, has pat-
moon. tion will decrease. ented a new and improved case for watches which will keep 

Venus commences this month tbe series of chRTming celes- Mars sets now not far from 2 o'clock in the morning; at out dust and mOIsture and prevent damage to the glass and 
tial scenes in which she will appear as chief actor. On the the close of the month he sets a quarter before 1 o'clock. works in case the watch is aCCidentally dropped. The in-
19th she is in conjunction with Saturn. As Saturn is moving vention consists m a soft rubber case adapted to receive the 
westward and approaching the sun, and Venus, in his near �ANUS watch, and provided with an aperture surrounded by a bead 
vicinity, is moving eastward and receding frQm tile sun, it is evening star and the fifth and last on the list of planets for the pendant, and an aperture surrounded by a beadior 
is inevitable that they should meet and pass each other. This traveling to conjunction with the sun. He still shines in the the dial, and with a circumferential bead. 
event, known as their conjunction or nearest approach, 

I 
reflected radiance of his last month's opposition and peri- An improvement in swivel buttons has been patented by 

occurs at 2 o'clock on the afternoon of the 19th, Venus pass- helion, and may be found by careful observers nearly in the Mr. Silas O. Parker, of Littleton, N. H. The object of this 
ing nearly two degrees north of Saturn. If the night be I positiou then indicated, in the constellation Leo. His right lUvention is to prevent the bar of a swivel button from shd
clear the two planets will make a charming picture on the ascension is now 11h. 7m .• and his declination 6° 29' north. ing in the head and to hold it III any desired position, and 
twilight sky. Venus sets on that evening a few minutes Uranus sets about a quarter before 5 o'clock in the morn- to prevent the lower edge of the swiveled eyelet to which 
before 8 o'clock, Saturn about five minutes earlier than ing; at the close of the month he sets a few minutes before the head is attached from chafing and scratching the 
Venus, and both of them about an hour after sunset. On 3 o'clock. wrist. The swivel button IS constructed with a tubular 
the evening of the conjunction Venus must be looked for MERCURY shank containing a spiral spring which presses up· 
about four and a half degrees north of the sunset point, and . . d w'afd against the bar passing through the head of the shank, IS mornmg star an worthy of mention simply from the fact 
Saturn,uearly midway between Venus and the sunset point. that he is sole repre,3entative of the brotherhood in the morn- which spring rests on a series of studs formed by pressing 
Both planets will be found about fifteen degrees east of the ing sky,for he is too near the sun during the month to be part of the shank inward. The shank is held to the material 
sun. An opera-glass or a spyglass will be a valuable assist- seen by the unaided eye. He iR traveling from his western by an outer washer provided with a raised part and by an 
ant in picking up the planets, for they are too near the Slln elongation to superio:r conjunction, rising later every morn- inner washer provided with a recessed part, whereby the 
and too far from the earth to appear under favorable con- ing until the goal is reached. tubular shank will be held properly, and ltslower outwardly 
ditions. Mercury rises about 5 o'clock in the morning; at the end turned edge cannot chafe and scratch the wrist. 

On the 21st Venus is in conJ'unction with Neptune, passing An improvement in beehives has been patented b.y Mr. of the month he rises a few minutes after 5 o'clock, about 
about a degree and a half north of him. The conjunction is five minutes before the sun. Hugh L. T. Overbey, of Subligna, Ga. The hive is venti-
inviGible, as Neptune is never seen by the naked eye, but it lated through openings in the cover, which are covered at 
proves how near Neptune and Saturn are t o  each other, as THE APRIL MOON their inner ends by wire gauze to prevent moth-millers ami 
seen from the earth, Venus passing the one two days after fulls on the 3d. She is the most distinguished moon of the other insects from entering tbe hive. The hive is constructed 
the other. year, and exerts indirectly a mighty influence on human so that the surplus honey frames and their combs can be 

Venus reaches her descending node on the 26th. As her affairs, for she determines the time when Easter Sunday readily removed and replaced by empty frames by taking . off 
orbit or path round the sun is inclined to the ecliptic or sun's shall fall and thus rules the movable feasts and fasts of the the cover. 
path she must be above or below it except at the crossing Church. The law that regul�tes the festival, simply stated, An improved prospecting tool for 'miners, patented by Mr. 
points, called ascending and descending nodes. One of is that Easter shall fall upon the first Sunday after the full James B. Thornton Chase, of Pueblo, Col., has the curv€ of 
these points, her descendmg node, she reaches on the 26th. moon which happens upon or next after the vernal equinox. an arc of a circle, and constructed with its pick portion taper· 
When she comes round to the same node again, after pass- The April fun moon carnes out these conditions and secures ing on all sides to a sharp point, and its heel made with a 
ing her ascending node in the intervening time, she will be this pre-eminence. central projecting point. 
directly between the earth and sun, and the transit will The new moon of the 17th commences her course with a An improved apparatus used for medical purposes, com-
occur. Venus sets now at seven minutes after 7 o'clock; at brilliant record. On the 18th, the day after her change, she bining mechanical manipulation and electrical treatment, has 
the close of the month she sets about eighteen minutes after pays her respects to three planet�-Venus, Saturn, and Nep, been patented by Mr. John Butler, of New York city. The 
8 o'clock in .the evening. tune-on the same evening. It is difficult to see the moon object of the invention i8 to allow of using a galvanic bat-

SATURN when a day old, for the crescent is but a slender thread, still tery for such purpose in connection with a manipUlating 

is evening star, and drawing so near his conjunction with the 
sun that he will fade into invisibility in the latter part of the 
month. He is in conjunction with Venus on the 19th; we have 
already called attention to this, his farewell appearance as 
evening star. Saturn for a se'lson will no longer be seen 
among the stars, but we are reconciled to his temporary abo 
sence, for when he reappears to grace the summer morning 
sky he will don a more brilliant aspect than he did last year 
at the same time, for his northern declination will be increas
ing, his rings opening more widely, and his perihelion draw
mg nearer. All these phases will culrmnate between the 
present time and 1885. Saturn passes the meridian now two 
nnnutes before 2 o'clock III the afternoon; at the end of the 
month about eighteen mmutes after midday. He sets about 
a quarter before 9 o'clock in the evelllng; at the end of the 
month he sets a few minutes after 7 o'clock. 

NEPTUl'.'"E 

IS evening star, and gams upon Saturn as they travel toward 
conjunctIOn. On the 1st of the month he passes the meridian 
eleven mIllutes after Saturn; on the last of the month he IS 
only four mmutes behind him. He is in conjunctIOn with 

it can be done. If the evening be exceptionally clear, the roller. The invention consists in an apparatus combining a 
keen-eyed observer may behold the lovely picture, the moon roller and induction coil. 
passing about two degrees north of Venus and three degrees An improvement in heddle-frames has been patented by Mr. 
and a half north of Saturn. But the lovelIest exhibition of John Ashworth, of Wetheredville, Md. The invention con· 
the month will occur on the 19th, when the two days' old sists in the combmation with the heddle-frame having slotted 
crescent will be in conjunction with Jupiter, and only forty side bars, the heddles, and the ordmary bars upon whicL the 
minutes north of him. As the moon does not set until after heddles are strung, of additional outer bars or rods and links 
9 o'clock there will be ample opportunity for seemg the and hooks or eyes for uniting the bars and connecting them 
show, if the clouds are kind. with the frame, whereby the ordinary inner bars upon winch 

Telescopic observers will not find abundant material for the heddles are strung are prevented from bendIllg and 
study among the planets that play their parts on the April twisting, and the heddles are rendered easily changeable. 
sky. Uranus still displays to advantage his sea-green disk; Mr. Henry H. Whitcomb, of Bridgeport, Conn., has 
Venus retains her gibbous phase, aud Mercury takes on the patented a toy pistol provided with a figure adapted to be 
form of an evening moon. The outer planets have had their displayed before firing, and to entirely disappear upon pull 
day. A small telescope will be of great aSSIstance in show- ing the trigger. 
mg the conjunction of the moon with Venus and Saturn, An improvement in universal joints has been patented bj" 
and also the conjunctIOn of Venus and Saturn with each Mr. Edmund Garrigues, of Ma�sillon, Ohio. ThIS mventlOn 
other. consists principally of a umversa! shaft connectIOn, jomt, 01' 

April is not a field· day on planetary annals, but there are couplmg, the ball of which is formed with an 011 chamber, 
incidents enougb to reward close study. Three planets, of casting the yokes upon the ball, and of the method of ca�t. 
Saturn, Neptune, and Jupiter, are clustering closely around ing the ball and yokes whereby the jOllrna!s and bearings of 
the sun. Venus, moving eastward, passes Saturn and then the coupling will be chIlled. 
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